
Check It Out

It was so…innovative.  
In modern, quick-fix years bursting at the seams with a nonstop inundation of assertively 

implemented school transformations – well, now anyone could evaluate a teacher.  
Shoot, even you.   
(Go ahead, now; don’t be shy.)  
You only had to look.  
See?  
Because everything was already right there; everything you needed to know in your effort 

to implement a hard-hitting good teacher evaluation had already been efficiently and 
compellingly categorized.  Everything you needed to rely upon was already there, thoroughly 
boxed, charted and cataloged for you, right there on your official good teacher checklist.  
Certainly your list included, and in fact particularly referenced, that miracle-inducing ideal of 
achievement: groupwork.  After all, group or partner work was such a wonderfully visible 
activity.  You might not actually know one little thing about education, but, well, you certainly 
wouldn’t miss that: 

Kids were either working together?  
Or they weren’t.
Also engagingly listed for you, right there on your meticulously categorized register 

(depending on the year, the administration and the school): 
Content objectives; language objectives; reading objectives; writing objectives; word 

walls; leveled readings; mandated texts; pre-scripted workbooks; supplemental libraries; student 
work samples; strategy posters; behavioral expectations; dress code regulations; seven-step 
teaching plans; homework models; paragraph rubrics; exam specifications; student notebooks; 
lesson agendas; expectation examples; bulleted standards; bell activities; key vocabulary; warm 
up instructions; unit goals; semester overviews; learning calendars; assessment documents; data 
team projections; closure protocols; and – oh my yes, absolutely; considered, now, to be each 
year more essential:

Exit slips.  
As an “expert” holding tightly to your carefully-ordered checklist, surely you could place 

an unqualified trust in this highly officious form.  Certainly – and it didn’t take much as each 
year this sight-dependent list continued to grow – well, surely you could always find something 
missing.  Quite possibly, in fact?  If the undoubtedly bad teacher whom you had been sent to 
observe subversively spent her time in actually teaching, and not, more productively, in 
complying with the eternal parade of reform-mandated, expert-created checklist expectations...

Oh, you might even hit the jackpot.  
Missing.  Check.  
Missing.  Check.   
Missing, missing, missing.  
Check, check, check.
Ah, my.  
Here you would have located one seriously inept and decisively problematic teacher.  
Although; well yes, it was true.  
As, more often than not, a minimally experienced dominant-culture, privileged-class 

spectator – oh, it was true that you, personally?  Understood very little about genuinely effective 



long-term teaching practices.  It might even be glaringly obvious that you grasped almost 
nothing about the instructional applications which might most effectively serve low-income, 
often culturally-different students.  Still, you conceded no reason to seek out, take notice of, nor 
honestly appraise any alternate methodology.  Loyal only to the limitations ordered up through a 
modern-day good teacher evaluation – well, despite a clearly visible success from, or teacher and 
student enthusiasm for, supplemental academic activities?   

Defensively you clung to your immovable beancounter logic: 
Locate and document either a clear loyalty to, or a subversive evasion of, current 

checklist expectations.  And, in über-compassionate years dedicated to the rigid efficiency of a 
highly visible standardization?  

Absolutely no exceptions.


